
DEATH, BE NOT PROUD- JOHN DONNE 

“Holy Sonnet 10,” often referred to as “Death, Be Not Proud,” was 

written by the English poet and Christian cleric John Donne in 1609 and 

first published in 1633. The poem is a direct address to death, arguing 

that it is powerless because it acts merely as a “short sleep” between 

earthly living and the eternal afterlife—in essence, death is nothing to 

fear. The sonnet written mostly in iambic pentameter and is part of a 

series known as Donne's "Holy Sonnets"(or “Divine Meditations”/ 

“Divine Sonnets”). In keeping with these other poems, “Holy Sonnet 10” 

is a devotional lyric that looks at life’s biggest questions in the context 

of Donne’s religious beliefs. 

 

• “Death, be not proud” Summary 

• The speaker directly addresses and personifies Death, telling it not to 

be arrogant just because some people find death dreadful and mighty 

(scary and intimidating). In fact, death is neither of these things 

because people don’t really die when death—whom the speaker pities—

comes to them; nor will the speaker truly die when death arrives for him. 

Comparing death to rest and sleep—which are like images of death—

the speaker anticipates death to be even more pleasurable than these 



activities. Furthermore, it’s often the best people who go with death—

which represents nothing more than the resting of the body and the 

arrival of the soul in the afterlife. 

Death is fully controlled by fate and luck, and often administered by 

rulers or people acting desperately. The speaker points out that death is 

also associated with poison, war, and illness. Drugs and magic spells 

are more effective than death when it comes to rest. With all this in 

mind, what possible reason could death have for being so puffed up 

with pride? 

Death is nothing but a mere sleep in between people’s earthly lives 

and the eternal afterlife, in which death can visit them no more. It is 

instead death—or a certain idea of death as something to be scared 

of—that is going to die.  

 

• “Death, be not proud” Themes 

The Powerlessness of Death 

In this sonnet, often referred to by its first line or as “Holy Sonnet 10,” 

the speaker directly addresses death, seeking to divest it of its powers 

and emphasize that man, though fated to die, is more powerful than 

death itself. The poem paints a picture of death as prideful—vain, 



even—and works to deflate death’s importance by arguing firstly that 

death is nothing more than a rest, and secondly that following this rest 

comes the afterlife, which contradicts death’s aim of bringing about a 

final end. With death’s powerlessness proven by the end of the poem, it 

is death itself, not man, who is going to die. 

The speaker clearly argues against death being treated as something 

strong and important. In essence, he reasons that nobody who dies is 

actually dead. Though death is personified as a boastful figure that 

proudly trades on its reputation as “mighty and dreadful,” the speaker, 

through logical argument, aims to show death as petty and weak. In 

order to build this picture of “poor death” as a pitiable figure, the 

speaker directly confronts death, insisting that “nor yet canst thou kill 

me” and quickly establishing the poem as a message of defiance. 

Death is then compared to sleep, one of the most commonplace and 

beneficial of all human activities. People generally feel good after sleep 

and rest, the poem reasons, so why shouldn’t they feel good after 

death? Death is simply a rest for men’s “bones”—their physical selves—

while their souls move on to the afterlife. 



Having established death as nothing more than a restful passage 

between life on earth and the eternal life, the speaker presents death’s 

more fearful properties—represented by images like the grim reaper—

as comically inaccurate. One can read the speaker's declaration that 

“death, thou shalt die" as his assertion that that this idea of death as 

something frightening and omnipotent will meet its end. The speaker of 

the poem thus aims to flip death on its head—its pride is misplaced 

because it is nothing for people to be afraid of. The speaker achieves 

this by literally talking down to death, making a mockery of its inflated 

idea of itself. 

The poem also paints death as “slave” to earthly things, further 

emphasizing death’s powerlessness. Death is associated with “fate, 

chance, kings … desperate men … poison, war, and sickness.” It is 

completely of the earth, the speaker implies, and depends upon earthly 

things for its existence. Death is not a master of anything, then, but a 

slave. 

Even as a form of rest, death isn’t all that impressive. Indeed, the 

speaker mentions “poppy” (opiate drugs) and “charms” (magic and 

spells) as better means of obtaining rest. Thus whichever way death is 

looked at, it’s inferior to something else. It is, essentially, irrelevant, 



summed up by the speaker's question, “why swell’st thou then?” The 

speaker asks death what it actually has to be prideful about. 

Overall, the poem's presents death as having just one function: to 

transition people between life and the afterlife. With its fearsome power 

dispelled, death itself can die. 

Death, be not proud” Poetic Device 

• Apostrophe 

This poem is not just an argument against death, but an 

argument with death. To make this argument work, the speaker 

employs apostrophe throughout the entire poem to directly 

address death as if it were a person. Essentially, the speaker is 

trying to deflate the sense of death’s power by tackling it head-

on. 

The first word of line 1 uses apostrophe to make it absolutely 

clear to whom this poem is addressed. Apostrophe is also 

closely linked to another device, personification—the two 

combine to make death seem like a prideful, misguided 

individual who has got the completely wrong idea about their 



role in the lives of humankind. Line 4’s usage characterizes 

death as a pitiable figure. 

Apostrophe both opens and ends the poem. The beginning lets 

the reader know that an argument directed at death is to follow. 

The poem’s ending—“Death, thou shalt die”—tells the reader 

that the argument is finished and irrefutable. The poem further 

foregrounds the use of apostrophe through capitalization. Lines 

1, 4 and 14 turn “death” into “Death.” 

 

 


